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Problem Description

With complexity and operation distance of space
missions steadily rising, the demand of highly au-
tonomous rovers increases likewise. An aspect of
autonomous rovers that has been specifically at-
tracting much attention from the space community
is semi-autonomous sampling from celestial bodies.
As a result, several missions are mainly based on
returning different kind of samples, such as soil and
rocks, back to Earth (e.g. [1, 2, 3]). Since commu-
nication delay and limited bandwidth often render a
fully remote controlled rock sample extraction infea-
sible, it is necessary that the sample extracting robot
is detecting samples autonomously to then send a
list of potential rocks for selection and extraction to
the ground team.
However, the autonomous detection of rocks is chal-
lenging, especially due to their unique and highly
unstructured shape. Even more, existing datasets
from planetary [4] and analog planetary environ-
ments [5, 6] do not provide the necessary annota-
tions to train an instance segmentation approach.
To overcome the aforementioned challenges, we pro-
pose to generate photo-realistic renderings of a plan-
etary environment using OAISYS [7] and train our
Instance Stereo Transformer (INSTR) [8], as illus-
trated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Illustration of the presented pipeline. OAISYS is used
to create a training dataset with which INSTR is trained to
segment arbitrary rocks.

INSTR for Rocks

Our aim is to segment arbitrary stone instances in
an unknown environment for manipulation purposes.
Such a task could readily be achieved even with lim-
ited amount of data available by fine-tuning an ex-
isting model on the task of rock instance segmen-
tation. However, instead of solely providing RGB
cues as in [7, 9], we argue for the importance of in-
corporating additional modalities such as depth, as

stones and background often have similar color and
texture. Since high-quality depth data cannot al-
ways be ensured, we propose to use the INSTR net-
work [8], which implicitly fuses RGB and disparity
information by operating on stereo images.
Originally, the network is trained on synthetic data
to segment any unknown instance on a dominant
horizontal surface (e.g. tables) in an indoor envi-
ronment. Since rocks on a planar surface state a
similar problem, the pre-trained INSTR is able to
partially segment instances. To further improve, we
propose to specialize the network on the underlying
use-case. Therefore, we evaluate the effect of fine-
tuning with photo-realistic synthetic data of stone
instances and compare it to the pre-trained version.

Generating Training Data

Since datasets for the described use-case are scarce
(or not available), we are using OAISYS [7] to syn-
thesize a dataset. It is a simulator which can auto
generate photo-realistic outdoor environments and
is specialized for planetary use-cases. One can pro-
vide textures for the underlying terrain and a set of
objects, which are scattered on the surface. To emu-
late a similar environment as our target domain, Mt.
Etna, we use three gravel textures as terrains and 14
different kind of rocks as mesh assets. We apply the
particle system option of OAISYS to distribute the
rocks over the surface. To create a realistic compo-
sition, we previously adjusted the color of all assets
to be similar. Finally, we configure a stereo set-up
and render ∼1800 color images alongside the respec-
tive ground truth depth and rock instance masks
(see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Example images of the training dataset created by
OAISYS. Color images partly overlayed by ground truth in-
stance segmentation map (colors are assigned randomly).

Evaluation

We compare the pre-trained version of INSTR to dif-
ferent fine-tuning strategies: (a) training all layers,

(b) only training the decoder, (c) transformer + (b),
(d) only the encoder. All models are evaluated
on a real dataset (26 images, manually annotated)
recorded on a site on the volcano Mt. Etna in Sicily,
Italy. While (a) results in the best performance
(Tab. 1), (b) and (c) vastly degrade. We hypothe-
size that this is due to the distance change between
the terrain dataset and the original indoor dataset,
which makes an adaption of the encoder weights in-
evitable. This is confirmed by (d), where we freeze
everything except the siamese ResNet encoder, and
achieve similar results to (a). See Figure 3 for quan-
titative results.
Table 1: mIOU [%] of fine-tuning approaches on Mt. Etna
test data.

pre-trained (a) (b) (c) (d)
53.55 63.88 36.55 36.60 62.25

Figure 3: Qualitative results of INSTR pre-trained (left) and
fine-tuned with the synthetic data (right) (colors area assigned
randomly).
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